Four itineraries
to discover
the village and
its hamlets

“Camminando Brez” presents the most attractive itineraries
to discover the village of Brez. The project was devised by
the Pro Loco of Brez in collaboration with the village council
to introduce guests to the municipal district and its most
important monuments. At the same time “Camminando Brez”
has been created to preserve the historic memory of the village
and educate its inhabitants. Four walks take the visitor through
the most interesting places of the village from a historiccultural point of view and in regard to uses and customs. Each
walk is provided with a specific map and information boards
set up in the main sites of interest. Special thanks goes to the
memory of prof. Bruno Ruffini. Without his untiring and multidecennial work as a historian it would not have been possible
to accomplish this project and the history of Brez would fade.

is made up of six hamlets
The peaceful village of Brez lies in the northern part of Val di Non on the true right of the Novella,
a torrent flowing through the area of the valley known as the “Terza Sponda”. Today the small
municipality is populated by some 700 inhabitants, but its past tells a long and important story of
events chiefly linked to the dynasty of the Counts of Arsio, prominent figures in the political life of
the whole of Val di Non as far back as the 12th century. The country manors and rural houses in
the various historic centres are clear evidence of its origins. Like all small mountain communities,
Brez bears signs of sincere popular devotion visible in the small churches and shrines dotting
the landscape and in the large and rich parish church of San Floriano standing between Arsio
and Brez. The economy of the village has always been based on agriculture and the rearing of
livestock. The surrounding countryside is wide open and only above a thousand metres gives way
to beautiful expanses of woodland and pastures at the foot of the Maddalene mountain chain: a
real paradise for trekking and outings in the mountains.
The centre above the main road, Rivo, Arsio (the oldest and most renowned hamlet), Traversara,
Carnalez and Salobbi. It lies in a beautiful panoramic position surrounded by extensive apple
orchards. The apple has been the symbol of the whole of Val di Non since the early decades of
the twentieth century when people realised the valley was suitable for the cultivation of this
fruit. In summertime some of the most characteristic places of the village are easily reached on
foot through the countryside. For instance, Maso Plaz, a pleasant cluster of houses nestling in the

meadows above Arsio, or Maso Forcola, Maso Morini, Castel S. Anna and the localities of “Molin
dal Bon” and “Molin dal Toni” that link Brez with Upper Val di Non along the footpaths in the
woods. Other attractive excursions in the mountains start from Malga di Brez (a splendid place
at an altitude of 1,845 metres where the cows are kept during the summer). The paths lead from
the green pastures to some of the most interesting scenic areas, like the summit of Monte Ori
(1,880 m.) or Monte Luco (2,434 m.) or along the splendid circular route round the Maddalene
dairy huts. The mountains of Brez are ideal for trekking and mountain biking during the summer
and in winter they are perfect for snowshoe outings and ski mountaineering. In autumn the area
is one of the favourite destinations of people looking for mushrooms that grow profusely in the
woods. Brez offers many attractions for families and people seeking peace and quiet. Above
the village there is a large recreation area called “Pradena”, completely immersed in the woods,
with outdoor barbecues and a children’s play park. A little higher up, on a lovely balcony offering
splendid views, lies a small lake and a nice equipped area. Brez also has a recreation and sports
centre with a football field, volleyball court and games park, where festivals and village fêtes
with music and dancing are held in the evening during the summer. Brez is therefore an ideal
destination for those who love ‘green’ holidays and it offers genuine hospitality in many local
agriturs and lodgings. There is also an elegant hotel in the village that provides carefully prepared
menus planned around the local flavours of the land.

Brez e Rivo

PERCORSO VERDE (durata 2,30 ore)
1

Monument to the miner

2

Chiesa dei SS. Fabiano e Sebastiano

3

Palazzo de Menghin

4

Casa Corazza

5

Casa Maffei

6

Casa Tevini

7

Chapel of san Giovanni Battista

8

Lavatoio

9

The parish church of S. Maria Ausiliatrice

10

Palazzo Avancini

11

Palazzo Zuech

12

Palazzo with S. Floriano fresco

13

Palazzo Ruffini

14

Chiesa di S. Floriano

15

Molin del Bon

16

S. Michele hill

17

Molin del Toni
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brez | ORIGIN OF THE NAME

Dialect: Bréc. German: Precz.

Brez, the principal locality of the municipal district comprising a total six hamlets, is situated at
an altitude of 792 m a.s.l. The name ‘Brez’ appears for the first time in documents dated 1274.
Probably the origin of the name is related to the Latin ‘Braetius’, the land on the plateau between
the valleys of Arsio and those of Traversara allocated to a person of noble birth at the end of his
military service. In fact, in the locality called ‘Casalini’, above the parish church of San Floriano,
several ruins and traces of an ancient inhabited place and relics of the late Roman period have
come to light in the area. The territory of Brez lies in the upper part of Val di Non that since
the formation of the artificial lake of Santa Giustina is commonly called the ‘Terza Sponda’, and
it is bounded on the south side by the Novella torrent that separates it from those of Fondo,
Sarnonico and Seio. On the west it borders on the municipalities of Cloz and Lauregno (the latter
is in the province of Bolzano), on the northern side Lauregno and Castelfondo and on the east
Castelfondo and Fondo.
The cadastral territory of Brez covers an area of 1897 hectares, of which about 760 are cultivated,
some 280 are classified as infertile or barren land and the remaining 860 are covered with woods
and pastures.

rivo | ORIGIN OF THE NAME

Dialect: Ríu.

The name ‘Rivo’ refers to the hamlet situated above the state road (altitude 802 m a.s.l.) while
Brez lies below it. The place name Rivo, mentioned for the first time in 1284, probably derives
from the word rivo, rivulet. The hamlet has a particular orthogonal arrangement and its houses,
or rather “villas” attached side by side to each other, make it distinctive.

n. 1

Monument to the miner

The work of the sculptor Stefano Zuech, mostly funded with contributions from emigrants, was
erected in 1932 in memory of the many miners of Brez who worked in the mines in America.
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n. 2

Chiesa dei SS. Fabiano e Sebastiano

Of very ancient origin, probably a graveyard church, it is situated below “Plaz de l’erba”, a
place where the community gathered in medieval times, and was rebuilt in Gothic style around
1537. The restorations in the eighties evidenced the original Romanesque structure, smaller
than present one. The frescoes on the front are fifteenth century and portray St. Christopher
carrying the Child, a Madonna with Child, St. Sebastian and a holy bishop, perhaps St. Vigilio, or
St. Fabian. Inside the church has one nave with a ribbed vault and holy ogive arch. Above the
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entrance is a stone chancel supported by three round arches. The seventeenth century wooden
altar is decorated with a copy of the altarpiece by Teofilo Polacco (the original is preserved in
the parish church) portraying Madonna with Child and the saints Fabian and Sebastian. On the
presbytery walls there are two paintings, one nineteenth century showing St. Anthony of Padua
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and the other seventeenth century portraying St. Francis of Assisi. Beside the holy arch stand
two twentieth century plaster statues painted by Ferdinando Perathoner, portraying St. Anthony
offering bread to the poor and St. Joseph with Child. On the left wall an artificial grotto (1894) is
dedicated to the apparition of the Our Lady of Lourdes.

n. 3

Palazzo de Menghin

The most recent of the manor houses that belonged to the de Menghin family (an important
local family of lawyers that can be traced back to notaries named in many historical documents
of Brez) is now the municipal seat of Brez. In the second half of the 19th century the family gave
the building to the community. The main street and piazza of Brez have been dedicated to Barone
de Menghin in memory of the family’s magnanimity and generosity towards the community.
In 1989 the village council adapted the de Menghin coat of arms to use as the crest of Brez.
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n. 4

Casa Corazza

The building has an impressive architrave portal, the shape of which recalls the Renaissance
style. It is not possible to establish with any certainty if the portal is really sixteenth century or
should be considered late eighteenth century, owing to the alterations on the building over the
centuries. Notable inside the building are the traditional barrel vaults.

n. 5

Casa Maffei

(Frona nani, Frona bacan)

The piazza has always had a fountain that was often used by the women who lived nearby to
wash their linen and it has recently been restored.
The rustic manor house that on the left borders ‘Frona Nani’ was once the residence of the
Maffei family, doctors and notaries of Cles origin. This and other buildings overlooking the piazza
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represent the ancient manor houses in the village. They are identifiable because they are stone
built right up to the roof, unlike the peasants’ houses that formed large buildings with the lower
part in stone and the upper part in wood, still visible today.
The other houses close to the Maffei and Tevini (v. casa Tevini) manor houses offer a characteristic
view of the circular plan typical of local villages. An example of this is ‘Frona Nani’ where the lane
joins two small squares to form a ring around the houses.
The design and layout of the houses shows that Brez was similar to other mountain villages in
the Tyrolean area. The traditional home in upper Val di Non was built in stone with the floors
above in wood covered by a shingled roof. The living quarters faced south and southwest and
were generally on one floor. They were protected towards the north and northeast by large
barns where the hay was stored (stàbel) or grain was left to dry. The upper part of the houses,
called ‘ueùna’, were built entirely of wood and used to store fodder. On the ground floor all the
peasants’ houses had a stable, open courtyards called ‘cort’, often shared by several families, a
manure-pit and a cellar called ‘chjàuna’.
The traditional furniture and utensils of the house were the same as those in use until the 195060s; in the kitchen “a copper cooking pot (paruèl de ram), a tub of water (brènta de l’aca), forks
(pironi), an iron knife to cut the bread (el fer da tajàr el pan), bowls (scudèle), plates (piàti), a
table (tàula), a ladle (chjazòt), a board to knead the bread (tabièl par empastàr el pan)”. The
bedroom furniture included “beds (lèti), a cradle (cùna), a wooden chest (chjasabànch de legn)”.
In the cellar there was a “tub for sauerkraut (tinàc par i crauti) and large and small barrels for
wine (le bot e i bogìni par el vin)”.

n. 6

Casa Tevini

This is the most valuable manor house in Brez. It dates back to the sixteenth century and with
its elegant turrets overlooks the main piazza of the village. The façade of the house is decorated
with an admirable fresco of a sundial portraying some saints.
Probably the property of the rich and powerful Vezza family that died out in the early decades of
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the seventeenth century, the building was later bought by the Aliprandini notaries, of Preghena
origin, who turned it into a beautiful residence. Inherited by the Tevini-Ruffini family, it was then
shared out and sold at the beginning of the twentieth century, after the influential and wealthy
Tevini dynasty ended.
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n. 7

n. 7

Chapel of san Giovanni Battista

In 1768 don Giovanni Andrea Borzaga obtained permission from the Regency of Upper Austria to
build a simple benefice in the locality of Viola, in Brez. In 1769 he built his own house on the land
for the agreed price of 900 florins. Some years later, in 1777, don Borzaga received permission for
the consecration of the adjoining chapel so public masses could be celebrated in it.
The chapel, currently private property, is in a good state of repair and has a portable altar. Until a
few years ago mass was celebrated in the chapel on Saint John the Baptist’s day.

n. 8

Lavatoio

The origins of the fountain date back to the years 1920-1930. It was built here because there was
a source of running water. The fountain was used to draw water, to water the livestock, and to
wash and rinse the clothes. It was rebuilt in the nineties to preserve a part of the village history.
In the past the washing was done only twice a year: in spring, before the work in the fields began,
and in autumn, when this work ended. To begin with the sheets, nightclothes and household
linen were immersed in a large vessel of water and left to soak all night. The following afternoon
the laundry was washed and lathered well by hand and put into another large wooden container
with a tap at the bottom. Then everything was covered by old sheets. In the meantime water
mixed with ash (put aside purposely for this occasion) was put in a large copper cauldron to boil.
Then ladles of the boiling water were poured onto the sheets covering the container, so that the
ash stayed on top and the water could filter down inside. The laundry was left like this until the
following morning, when, around three o’clock, the women got up to wring the linen and take it
to the fountain to rinse, beating the sheets on the clean water. After this the washing was hung
out on lines stretching from one tree to another in the fields
Apart from these two big washes, the women used to go almost every day to the fountain to
wash small amounts of linen and clothes, and also because it was an opportunity to meet, laugh
and joke with others while working.
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n. 9

The parish church
of S. Maria Ausiliatrice

The present parish church of Brez is dedicated to Our Lady Help of Christians. It was built
between 1965-1966 to substitute the historic church of S. Floriano and stands on the site of
the ancient rectory in the centre of the village, on the crossroads between Nuela and via Don S.
Lorenzoni. It is a modern building designed by the architect Dario Segna (1921 – 1982) and owes
its construction principally to the efforts of the parish priest of the time, don Riccardo Cadrobbi,
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helped both materially and financially by his parishioners. The first stone was consecrated on
Palm Sunday in 1966 by Monsignor Oreste Rauzi (assistant bishop of Trento and buried here)
and the church was inaugurated on Christmas Day in the same year. A metal capsule containing a
parchment with all the signatures of the parishioners of the time was inserted in the first stone.
Inside, a large 17th century wooden cross, once in the church of San Floriano, dominates the
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presbytery. The paintings adorning the baptistery and the parochial choir area depict the twelve
apostles by Leopoldo Schopfer, the Last Supper and the altarpiece of S. Sebastiano by Teofilo
Polacco and the canvas of S. Martino. The bronze sculptures of the Last Supper on the altar
and the Via Crucis are by the sculptor Agide Finardi of Bolzano. The sacristy hosts the beautiful
sixteenth century furnishings that used to be in the San Floriano church.

n. 10

Palazzo Avancini
(casa Nibeloti)

Palazzo Avancini, situated in the southern part of Rivo, overlooking the ‘plaz de l’erba’, has a
characteristic cuspidal turret decorated with an eighteenth century sundial.
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n. 11

Palazzo Zuech
(casa Francesco Bert)

Palazzo Zuech, with a twin lancet window protected by bars, was built by the branch of the family
that, having gained a certain wealth in the legal, notary and medical professions, influenced the
structure of the upper part of Brez.

n. 12

Palazzo with San Floriano fresco

Until the first half of the nineteenth century this house, the property of the municipality, hosted
a school in two small run-down rooms that had to accommodate about eighty pupils. The parish
priest and the mayor wanted to move the school to a more suitable environment. This happened
after the fire in 1846, when the house was sold and the school was moved to another council
house in Rivo. The fresco, attributed to the painter Mattia Lampi of Romeno, dates from the
second half of the eighteenth century and typically depicts San Floriano, the patron saint of the
village, extinguishing a fire.
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n. 13

Palazzo Ruffini

Palazzo Ruffini is beyond ‘Frona Rivo’ and probably dates from the late 16th century. It has a
lovely doorway surmounted by a coat of arms, four twin lancet windows, one on each side, and
a turret on the west corner.
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n. 14

Chiesa di San Floriano

Records of the original church date back to 1231. The present one was built in Gothic style
around 1517 by the Coma master builder Pietro Carloni. The western faҫade has a lovely white
stone portal with a pointed and slightly splay arch. The bell tower has arch windows and a tall
spire covered in wooden shingles. Inside there is one nave with a ribbed vault and holy ogive
arch. Above the entrance is a nineteenth century wooden chancel with a tempera decoration
of fruit festoons. The eighteenth century high altar is in polychrome wood and has an altarpiece
by Lepoldo Schopfer (1776) portraying the Madonna, the Trinity and the saints Augustine and
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Florian. The cyma contains a modern painting depicting the saints Vigilio, Martin and Augustine.
Under the holy arch there are two eighteenth century wooden altars. On the left wall a nineteenth
century wooden bracket supports a nineteenth century statue by Giuseppe Pendl of Merano,
portraying the Blessed Virgin Mary. Until a few decades ago the church was the destination of
important processions: Our Lady of Sorrows (third Sunday of September), Good Friday, Corpus
Domini and in July the procession for the “veterans” of the Second World War. The patron saint
is celebrated on 4th May.
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n. 15

Molin del Bon

The Bon watermills, situated below the San Michele hill south of Brez, are mentioned in documents dated 1421 when Giacomo d’Arsio received them as a fief from Frederick count of the
Tyrol. In the second half of the sixteenth century the d’Arsio lords invested the Magagna millers,
natives of Revò, with rights to them. In 1554 there were two mills with grindstones and pestles
with which the heirs of Bono Clauser of Romallo had been invested. In 1662 the Bon mills consisted of “three grinding stones, six pestles, a saw for cutting boards and fulling equipment(1)” and
the Magagna family had to pay the counts an annual rent of 40 bushels of rye. In 1731 Romedio
Capuz of Brez received permission from Antonio Count d’Arsio, lord of Castel Vasio, to put up a
fulling mill over the water of Vasio on the other side of the Novella torrent without, however,
endangering the work of the forge below. After it had fallen into ruin, Bortolo Avancini di Brez
rebuilt the forge workshop that exploited the water of Vasio in 1765, but it is not known when it
was abandoned. In the mid-eighteenth century, in the Novella mill on the road leading to Fondo,
there was a sawmill and two millstones operated by the leaseholder Michele Donà. After this
date there is no further mention of the forge(2) in the documents.
The population of Brez and its hamlets were required, due to an ancient feudal custom, to grind
their own wheat in the village mills, the proceeds of which increased the income of the d’Arsio
counts, who also levied taxes from other industrial activities using water power for the sawmill,
the pestle (always operated by a hydraulic wheel) the fulling mill for fulling woollen cloth and the
forge for iron work and the production of tools for agriculture, crafts and building work.

(1) Machine of the wool industry used for fulling woollen cloth
(2) Workshop where the blacksmiths heated the iron in a furnace to beat it on an anvil

n. 16

San Michele hill

Until the early decades of the nineteenth century, on the San Michele hill below the village of
Brez, near the Novella torrent, there was a very old run-down chapel dedicated to Saint Michael.
On 12 August 1500, Francesco Della Chiesa, bishop of Drivasto and suffragan of the bishop of
Trento, Udalrico of Liechtenstein, consecrated an altar here in honour of Saint Michael Archangel
and the evangelists Mark and Luke and placed many relics in it. The pastoral visit of 1579 says the
church had a poorly decorated altar and was badly in need of repair, however this work was not
carried out until 1690. Then, in 1710, the church was in danger of falling down as the walls were
crumbling and the wood had deteriorated.
When the holy building was still safe, mass was celebrated here on 29 September, Saint Michael’s
Day, and on 15 March, the anniversary of the dedication and consecration of the altar. People
who visited the church on those days were granted 40 days indulgence. The church was often
used by the Bon millers, who celebrated many marriages in it. Apart from these occasions Saint
Michael’s was the destination of frequent processions when there was drought and for rogations.
Outside the church there was a cemetery where those who died during the great epidemics
of plagues and cholera were buried, probably in a communal grave. Today nothing of the little
church remains, but the hill on which stood can still be seen.
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n. 17

Molin del Toni

This watermill, a fief property of the d’Arsio family, is on the other side of the Novella torrent
in the territory of Fondo, south of the village of Brez. Besides the millstones and the pestle for
polishing barley, a sawmill and forge was in use here in 1554.
The population of Brez had to grind their own wheat in one of the village mills and the income of
the activity was collected by the d’Arsio counts.
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Arsio e Traversara

PERCORSO GIALLO (durata 2 ore)
1

Palazzo Arsio or Freihaus

2

Palazzo de Manincor superiore o Castel Freieck (casa Corazzi)

3

Castel San Giovanni

4

Chiesa di S. Maria - punto panoramico

5

Castel S. Anna

6

Cappella dei SS. Antonio e Rocco

arsio | ORIGIN OF THE NAME

Dialect: Dàrs. German: Arcz, but also Artz, Arz, etc.
Arsio is one of the six hamlets of the village of Brez. It is situated at the beginning of the village,
on the road from the nearby village of Cloz, at an altitude of 800 metres. Arsio is the oldest
and most frequently found place name in old documents. In fact, in 1185, in the presence of
‘Waimberti de Arse’, the bishop Alberto granted the castle and fief of Arsio to Ulrico of Appiano
Count of Ultimo. The scholar Giulia Mastrelli Anzilotti believes the name may derive from ‘Arsio’,
a Longobard personage mentioned in the Letter of San Vigilio and therefore dates back to the
ninth century, or from ‘erze’, mineral, considering the recorded extraction of minerals in the area.

traversara | ORIGIN OF THE NAME

Dialect: Traversára.

Traversara is one of the six hamlets of the village of Brez. It is situated above the municipal centre, on the road leading to the districts of Carnalez and Salobbi. Its name deriving from ‘traversus’
(transversal) may refer to the point where the path from Brez leads to Carnalez or uphill, crosses
the road that was very busy in pre-Roman and Roman times and went through the hamlet of Salobbi to Passo Palade. The place name could however also be related to the stream of the same
name that flows through the small hamlet. The settlement is of medieval origin and lies at an
altitude of 854 m a.s.l.

n. 1

Palazzo Arsio or Freihaus

In 1587 Carlo d’Arsio bought the ‘Broili’ farmstead from the baron Fortunato Madruzzo, a vast
agricultural estate including a house, fields and vineyards situated below Arsio. In the northern
part of the holding, below the present state road, a new family house was built by Cristoforo
Oliviero d’Arsio in 1627. In the documents the manor house is always referred to as the free house or palazzo Freihaus, as it had various privileges conceded by Maximilian archduke of Austria
and count of the Tyrol, among which freedom from taxation. The original line of Carlo d’Arsio
having died out, a cousin, Adamo d’Arsio, bought the property with the land around 1730 and
lived here with his family until the early nineteenth century. The building was restored several
times without altering its exterior appearance and in 1932 it was sold by the last countess d’Arsio
to the Franciscan Friars of the province of Padua. In 1955 the house was completely altered,
elevated and joined to a long seminary building that deprived it of the splendid isolation it had
enjoyed for centuries. Recently restored, the property has regained, at least outside, part of the
splendour of the past, but inside the precious stuccoes and floors have almost completely disappeared. Nothing has remained either of the English garden that for more than three centuries
flourished on the southeast side of the building. The small marsh lake about a hundred metres
to the west, that until a few decades ago characterised the Arsio countryside south of the state
road, has been replaced with a modern warehouse for the conservation of the apples grown in
the surrounding orchards belonging to the S.A.B.A.C. (the Agriculturists Association of Brez, Arsio
and Cloz). The manor house is now the property of the Cassa Rurale Novella and Alta Anaunia.
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n. 2

Palazzo de Manincor Superiore
(Castel Freieck - Casa Corazzi)

The building, perhaps the most notable in the hamlet of Arsio, is also the most recent. The de
Manincor notaries, who came from the nearby village of Casez and were already resident in Arsio
in the sixteenth century, built a new residence in the second half of the seventeenth century that
was called Palazzo Manincordio or Castel Freieck (or Freiegg). It is a small manor house with two
corner turrets overlooking the piazza of Arsio. As can be seen in the designs dating from the early
seventeenth century, the new property was built on the site of some low houses joining the de
Manincor mansion lower down to the rustic buildings of Castel S. Giovanni. At the beginning of
the eighteenth century, when the de Manincor barons settled in Caldaro, at first they rented and
later sold (1711) the house to Ferdinando Maria count of Arsio and Vasio, who turned it into a
prestigious home for his family.
Now the building, having been bought by Romedio Corazza in 1866, is the property of some heirs
of Corazza and is also known as ‘Casa Corazzi’.

n. 3

Castel San Giovanni

The building of the manor house, later known as Castel S. Giovanni, was started in 1585 by Guglielmo d’Arsio. It is situated to the north of Arsio in a prominent position compared to the piazza
indicating the domination of the d’Arsio counts over the territory.
It is a square building without any military or fortification signs. It was probably called a castle
because it was the home of a branch of the d’Arsio family, the one of Count Giovanni d’Arsio. Although the exterior of the house reveals almost nothing of its use, as the main side overlooking
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the piazza is decorated only with a sundial surmounted by the d’Arsio coat of arms, the interior is
a real testimony of the life of bygone times. Old frescoes decorate the cross vaults and the large
rooms of the manor house.
There is a chapel dedicated to S. Celestino dating from the second half of the seventeenth century. The south wing on the second floor was once the Hall of Justice where, until 1807, petitions
and first degree cases were ruled by d’Arsio.

n. 4

Chiesa di Santa Maria

Dedicated to the Nativity of Mary and built in Gothic style, the church is mentioned in the records
of the pastoral visits of 1537 and 1579. The bell tower, between the east wall and the apse is
dated 1689. Inside, the church has one nave, a ribbed Gothic vault and an ogive holy arch. In the
seventeenth century the interior had a plain ceiling and the choir was covered with frescoes.
The two original altars of the church no longer exist. The present polychrome wooden high altar,
dated 1637, used to host a remarkable Gothic Madonna, sitting on the throne with the Child on
her lap and surrounded by angels, which was stolen in 1965; the current one is a copy. Four small
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statues, three of which lost, used to decorate the altar and portrayed the Madonna’s relatives:
Gioacchino and Anna, her parents, Zaccaria and Joseph, the cousins. On a ledge along the wall
there is a twentieth century St. Barbara by the sculptor Carlo Pancheri. The fourteen stations of
the Via Crucis, dated eighteenth century, are watercolour prints. Many ex voto, now removed,
and oral testimonies confirm the fame of this church as a sanctuary until the first decades of
1900. Every Monday during the month of May the rosary is recited and on 31 May a Mass ends
the Marian month.

n. 5

Castel Sant’Anna

In 1334 Nicolò d’Arsio, authorised by Henry count of the Tyrol and king of Bohemia, built a new
castle on Dossalto, an elevation a few hundred metres above the Novella torrent, southwest of
Arsio. This is the main castle of the d’Arsio counts and is commonly called Castel Sant’Anna (after
the saint to whom the chapel is dedicated). Why the castle was built so far from the main road
has long been a source of speculation, but it may have been to control one of the few places the
Novella torrent flows through and to guard the steep path linking the parish of Cloz to Dambel
and the road to the Mendola pass. The original layout of the castle is also unknown and in its long
history the building has suffered many fires and subsequent destruction.
Passing under the full-centre arch, a steep paved track leads to the top of the hill where the first
courtyard overlooks the main building consisting of two adjoining structures. The oldest one,
towards the south, is rectangular with impressive walls and probably corresponds to the old
manor with a keep, with 1.20-1.30 metre thick walls, to which the structures on the western
side were added in later periods. The present construction is the result of lowering it one or two
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floors after repeated fires threatened the existence of the building in the late eighteenth and
early nineteenth century.
The original size and functions of the old chapel of S. Anna, situated on the northern side of the
fortification still exists. The period of construction of the chapel is unknown, but it is certainly
very old as its Gothic style indicates.
Always inhabited by various branches of the family until the mid-eighteenth century, Castel S.
Anna was gradually abandoned, when the d’Arsio lords built the mansions in Arsio and, although
members of the family used it sporadically, it mainly remained in the custody of servants and
peasants until the early nineteenth century. After the disastrous fires, it was rarely inhabited and
only partly by the counts. Some tenant families lived here, the last of whom were the Panizza,
who bought it in 1962 from the count Roderich Arz.
Although considerably altered, the castle is still considered to be of important historical and
artistic interest.

n. 6

Cappella dei SS. Antonio e Rocco

Situated on the old via “Traversara” route that from Molveno connects the municipium of Brescia
with Merano, the church is mentioned in the records of pastoral visits dated 1537 and 1579. The
façade is decorated by a simple doorway in white stone, two small square windows and a small
rose window. The bell tower is dated 1656. Inside, it has one nave divided in two spans with
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Gothic windows, a decorated vault with
ribs that start from large consoles and
meet in a key with the date 1618. A holy
ogive arch frames the polygonal apse. The
polychrome wooden altar with a broken
triangular tympanum is dated 1620 and
has an altarpiece, dated 1598, portraying
the Madonna with Child between St. Rocco
and St. Anthony, of good workmanship
but touched up at some later date.
On the right of the entrance is a lovely
white stone stoup for holy water dated
1537, inscribed with the name of the
stonemason, Michael magr. During the last
restoration work, a 1517 fresco portraying
the Pietà came to light on the holy arch.
The Via Crucis, in bronze, is contemporary
work. The reconstruction of the roof and
a different colour inside and out gives this
plain church an attractive appearance.
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Carnalez e Maso Plaz
PERCORSO AZZURRO (durata 2,30 ore)
1
2

Cappella di San Martino
Maso Plaz

Carnalez | ORIGIN OF THE NAME

Dialect: Cjarnaléz.

Carnalez is one of the six hamlets of the village of Brez. It is situated above the main centre at
an altitude of 980 metres. The name is derived from cornaliceus the Latin word for ‘cornel’ and
is of medieval origin; in fact the first documentary evidence of it dates back to 1230 and 1231. A
certain ‘Sacerdos de Carnalezo’ is named among the benefactors of the San Romedio sanctuary,
while a ‘Prevtalis de Carnelezo’ is mentioned in another document of the same period.

n. 1

Cappella di San Martino

Situated in an elevated position with a lovely view over the valley, the church was mentioned for
the first time in the records of the pastoral visits in 1537 and 1579, but it is probably much older
as it is dedicated to Saint Martin, a popular saint in the early Middle Ages. In 1694 a small bell
gable was built above the entrance and in 1762 a bell fused by Pietro Saletti was placed in it. The
altar was consecrated on 6 August 1694 by Jesse Perghoffer, the suffragan bishop of Bressanone,
who on that occasion gave orders “to gild the figure of St. Martin, freshen the existing paintings
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on the church walls or cancel them completely”. The wooden altar (renovated in 1694) has
two spiral columns decorated with a leaf band, each ending with a capital and trabeation. The
altarpiece in the centre portrays the Madonna with Child above and the saints Martin, Florian
and George below. It is a photographic copy; the original is preserved in the parish church of Brez
together with the crucifix that used to be above the altar and is carried in procession on 11th
November, St. Martin’s Day, when the hamlet also celebrates a Mass.

n. 2

Maso Plaz

Starting from the hamlet of Arsio, after going through a dense pinewood you come to a panoramic green level ground with a group of houses inhabited by four families. This is Maso Plaz.
The farm, rebuilt after the fire that completely destroyed it in 1934, is situated at an altitude
of 1000 metres, sheltered by the wooded slopes of Monte Ozolo. It is a pleasant spot full of
charm. In the past those who lived here had to contend with the little they could produce in the
mountain fields, the scarcity of water, the lack of electricity (brought only in 1974) and a proper
road; only an old mule track linked the farm to Arsio.
Now things have changed completely; the infrastructures have improved the conditions of life,
without altering the characteristics of the area. Walking around Maso Plaz, it is not unusual to
encounter wild animals. Deer, roe deer, hares, birds of all species make their fleeting appearance
along the paths around the cluster of houses. The area, still unspoilt and without extensive cul-
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tivations, has remained a small paradise, the destination of those who wish to enjoy the peace
and quiet, the healthy air and the possibility of walking in the fields or along easy paths, perhaps
snowshoeing in winter, or riding on the new cycle track that goes to Val di Sole, Passo Palade and
Valle dell’Adige. The absence of light pollution has made the area a summer destination for those
who want to enjoy the spectacle offered by the stars at night, especially on the night of Saint
Laurence when people meet here to see the shooting stars travelling across the sky.
Not far from the Maso there are other places (Rovine del Ciastellaz, Rover, Cima Ozolo) where
you can enjoy a wonderful view over most of Val di Non.
At Maso Plaz there are some on-going projects involving bio-diversity and sustainable agriculture
that, together with nature routes, parks and gardens, will bring new development to the area in
the future, without altering its original land formation.
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Salobbi

PERCORSO ROSA (durata 2 ore)
1

The bread ovens

2

The bread ovens

3

The bread ovens

4

The bread ovens

5

Chiesa di S. Egidio

6
7

Pradena
Maso Forcola

salobbi | ORIGIN OF THE NAME

Dialect: Salóbi. German: Salùbi.

Salobbi is one of the six hamlets of the village of Brez and it is the main centre for cattle breeding. It is situated above the village at an altitude of 1008 metres. Although it is closer to the
territory of Castelfondo, Salobbi has always been part of Brez. As far back as 1353 its name is
recorded as property of the parish of San Floriano and its inhabited centre must be very old.
Its name probably derives from the word sala meaning ‘furrow of water’, ‘landslip’ or from
the Latin sub laubens that means ‘below the landslip’, a place name that may refer to Lavine
Blancje furrows of erosion above the inhabited area.

n. 1-4

The bread ovens

In olden times the ‘Charter of Civic Use’ governed the bid for the assignment of the bread ovens.
The convention lasted one year and began on Saint Catherine’s day, the 25th of November.
Among the tasks of the person in charge of the oven there was the obligation to produce and sell
the bread at the price established by the Charter.
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n. 5

Chiesa di S. Egidio

The church is mentioned in the records of the pastoral visits in 1537 as the chapel of St. Andrew
the Apostle and in 1579, instead, as the chapel of St. Egidio.
However, previous to this it is documented that Michele, bishop of Archusa and vicar of Bernardo
Clesio, consecrated an altar in the chapel of St.Egidio in 1515. The faҫade has a plain white
stone doorway flanked by two small square windows. The small bell gable, completely in wood,
is covered by a shingle roof. Originally the church was Romanesque and covered by trusses.
The Gothic apse was added later and in 1682 the vault of the nave. In the 1970s, due to static
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problems, it was demolished and replaced with a low wooden ceiling. During the last restorations,
the ceiling was taken down and the old and slender beams were brought to light. The cleaning of
the walls revealed the presence of fragments of Gothic frescoes: inside an enthroned Madonna
with Child on her lap, outside a St. Christopher.
The eighteenth century altar has a lovely wooden frontal with floral patterns and a seventeenth
century altarpiece depicting the Madonna with Child, St. Andrew and St. Egidio. The stations of
the Via Crucis are eighteenth century watercolour etchings.

n. 6

Pradena

Pradena is a biotope, that is a certain environment in which many types of plants, flowers, trees
and wild animals live due to the high level of biodiversity of the geological, physico-chemical,
climatic and biotic characteristics. It is a glade in the woods, near a pool, where you stay in close
contact with nature, breathe its scent, listen to its sounds and observe its various forms.
Many walks start from here, for instance to the Sanctuary of the Madonna di Senale, passing the
“regole di Castelfondo” locality, or going towards the saddle of Brez and continuing to Malga di
Brez.
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In the 1980s this area was enhanced by an enthusiastic group of young people who equipped and
developed it with permanent structures. Since then, this large space in the woods has become a
meeting point for the families of the village and others.
Over the years Pradena has undergone many improvements to develop the area and make it
suitable for spending a day outdoors. It is now equipped with tables, benches and everything
needed to light a fire and prepare an excellent mixed grill. The area also has games for children
and a ‘fitness course’ for various physical exercises.

n. 7

Maso Forcola

Apart from the six main hamlets, Brez also comprises other groups of houses far from the centres.
One of these is Maso Forcola. This farm was uninhabited for a long time, but recently it has been
turned into a pleasant agritur, while its fields are one of the few areas of the village of Brez
where forage is produced. It lies at an altitude of 930 metres south of the hamlet of Salobbi and
is reached along the road that starts from the centre of Brez, or from the hamlet of Traversara.
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